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Design Pioneer: Becca Clason
Becca Clason is a tactile lettering artist. Tactile, meaning it is tangible and perceived
as though it could be touched. Lettering is the art of drawing words instead of using a font or
simply writing them, the result is a unique creative solution. She creates embellished, whimsical,
well planned-out lettering solutions and then interprets them with dimensional objects such as
food, candy, spices, flowers and baking utensils. (See fig. 1-3 for some examples of her work.)

fig. 1 - Dimensional typography
created for a personal recipe series,
with different types of beans and
grains in various colors and sizes
to create textural interest. The dark
background offers high-contrast to the
lighter rainbow of beans displayed
surrounding the “plant-based protein”
script lettering. Becca pushes this piece
further by minimally identifying each
kind of bean with simple lettering in
white to contrast with background and
inform the viewer.

fig. 2 - Dimensional lettering created with collected foliage for a personal project. The
letters themselves are comprised of warm neutral tones in contrast to the surrounding
artful swirls that are mainly cool greens. A few sprigs of pops of pink and deeper purple
hues are balanced throughout offering good rhythm and variation to keep the viewer’s
attention. This design can also be interpreted as a metaphor for how weeds take over
a garden when left to their own devices. The ornamental frame tendrils encroach
on the words giving an overgrown feel. The close-up images on the right show the
intricate details of the flourishes and the small pieces of foliage that the composition is
comprised of. Becca describes in her Instagram post that production of this piece was
a race against time as the dandelions kept closing due to the lack of water. In tactile
lettering there are unforeseen issues with the elements that are used in the arrangement,
especially if they are live. (Instagram 2016)

fig. 3 - Dimensional lettering created with plastic craft beads
for the Science News 2016 magazine cover design. Becca
pushes the dimensionality further by elongating the letters
for “The Plastisphere” to create an exaggerated sense of
depth. The letters fall within the warm spectrum of the color
wheel in contrast to the swirls that display cool colors. The
curlicues create a sense of motion and energy with the usage
and balance of fine tendrils and thicker slabs. Individual swirls
also display transition from thinner to thicker elements. The
closeup inset photo shows the diversity of beads used in both
the letters and the curling tendrils of the frame design.
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From the time she began to
create her exquisite lettering
solutions professionally, she has
worked with big-name clients
such as Starbucks, American
Express, Target, Twitter,
Disney, Kellogg’s Special K,
The Washington Post, Denny’s,
Annie’s Homegrown, L’Oréal,
Sabra Dipping Co. and General
Mills’ Lärabar, just to name

fig. 4 - These pieces by Toulouse-Lautrec and Chéret show how Becca was
influenced by their use of bright colors, high-contrast layouts, and the figures
interacting with the hand drawn lettering. Other visual elements that influence
Becca are the elegant curves present in the line work of the dancers’ dresses and
the figures. These posters are also an example of the contrast between warm and
cool colors that Becca often utilizes in her work. The image on the left utilizes
warm colors in the background, lettering, and figures’ hair which balances with the
cool colors in their hats. On the right the warm dress of the female figure contrasts
with and balances the cool background color. Also on the right we see a dancer
interacting with the word Girard as legs and arms are intertwined in the counters of
the letters.

a few. She is inspired by the lettering on vintage French posters by artists such as ToulouseLautrec, Chéret, and Grün (“Becca Clason” 2013). (See fig. 4.) One of the reasons Becca
was able to successfully make the jump to freelance was by observing commercial artists she
admired who were successful at freelance. This led her to understand that she wasn’t charging
enough for her services; reality sunk in that she would never be able to make a living at her
current rates (Clason 2017). She was also inspired by three-dimensional lettering work of more
contemporary designers such as Casey Ligon,
Danielle Evans, Marian Bantjes, and Stefan
Sagmeister. Becca was particularly inspired by
Sagmeister’s watermelon typography for his
kick-starter campaign for “The Happy Film,”
(See fig. 5) In reference to Stefan Sagmeister’s
fig. 5 - Stefan Sagmeister worked with tactile typography
experimentations for his project “The Happy Film.” This is
an example of the lettering carved into watermelon slices that
Becca was most inspired by. The lettering in this piece is clean
yet has a rudimentary feel to it. The designer purposefully
created it with imperfections which allows the viewer to observe
that it was based on someone’s handwriting, not a font. Also
they had to painstakingly replace the counter forms in the letters
to make them appear correct. The beauty in this is that the
lettering never intends to be perfect.

typographic work for the film, she says, “I
have thought about that watermelon lettering
so many times since then” (Elnar 2015).
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Becca has had a life-long love for lettering, even though she didn’t officially discover
lettering until 2009. In grade school, she enjoyed practicing writing notes to friends and decorating
her school-supplies. This had a direct influence on projects she would later work on, lettering travel
gear, an umbrella, and shoes. (See fig. 6) She even helped her mother, who started a scrapbooking

fig. 6 - Becca used acrylic paint markers to hand-letter on this umbrella used
as a promotional giveaway on her Instagram page. She balances large script
lettering with smaller script lettering alternating panels. Little circles are sprinkled
throughout to provide textural interest and variety. The triangular shape of each
umbrella panel creates unique challenges that the lettering had to fit within. Another
promotional piece she created was hand-lettering on shoes as a promotional
giveaway using the tagline “We kicked out a new site” for the launch of a new
website for “So Mighty,” her freelance company with husband co-owner Josh
Clason. In the right image, she partnered with Alaska Air and created a handlettered rolling suitcase as a promotional giveaway. In exchange for interactivity on
her social media platforms, a selected winner received vouchers to Hawaii and the
hand-lettered suitcase. Becca placed emphasis on the word “Aloha” for a synergistic
relationship with the vouchers to Hawaii. Beach and water themed lettering
surrounds the main word in varying sizes to create visual interest. The line and dot
pattern creates continuity and textural interest.

company, by creating some hand-lettered fonts for her to sell. When she discovered what lettering
was from design blogs, and that it could be a profession, she immediately knew that’s what she
wanted to do for the rest of her life (Levitz 2016; Susi 2018). Becca threw herself into the discovery
and creation of lettering and she wanted to become great at it.
She learned on her own by studying calligraphy, taking online classes, attending various
workshops, and she always had a sketchbook with her for constant practicing. Becca’s love for
learning that she discussed in her interview with Jessica Levitz of the Creative Lady Collective,
resonated with me. She says, “I don’t ever want to stop learning and pushing myself” (Levitz
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2016). As designers, we see an ebb and flow of trends, much like in the fashion industry.
A particular style or technique becomes popular with the masses and then reaches a tipping
point when it’s been overdone. The innate drive to want to keep learning and pushing oneself
that Becca describes in her interview with Jessica is a quality that drives a person to strive to
continually reinvent themselves. Many classical artists exemplified this as they evolved through
periods in their work where they explored a particular creative avenue or style and then switched
techniques, medium or color focus.
One aspect of Becca’s history I found most inspiring is that she started working with
stop-motion animation on a whim. In 2014, American Express hired her for a lettering job that
was supposed to be still photographs. They then asked her if she could make it a stop-motion
animation for use in a television commercial. She, of course, responded, “Yes!” even though she
had never done a project like that (Susi 2018). (See fig. 7) Though this exploration into unknown
territory might have felt intimidating at the time, but because of the commercial’s exposure and
her exceptional execution, it enabled her client list to grow.

fig. 7 - These are still photographs of the series she animated for American Express and was her first animation project for a
client. Becca selected different colored ethnic foods to illustrate the American Express green card, gold card & platinum card.
The stop-motion animations play so that they show the assembly, and then run in reverse to start over with the first frame. The
lower images exemplify the scale that these pieces were created. The larger scale is utilized to accommodate the larger elements
used and achieve fine detail.
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A Design Career of Advertising & Letterforms
Becca loved working with letterforms during college, but didn’t know it was called “lettering”
or was a viable career. She studied advertising and graphic design at Brigham Young University
in Utah and graduated in 2007. During her junior year, she did an internship at The Geppetto
Group, an advertising agency in New York. Upon graduation, they hired her full-time as an
advertising art director where she worked until 2008. After working there for one year, she
decided she missed the West and decided to return to Utah. She really enjoyed the typography
and graphic design portion of her position at the advertising agency so she decided to focus on
those instead of advertising. After moving to Utah, Becca worked as a Senior Graphic Designer
at Stampin’ Up, a decorative stamps, handmade greeting cards, and papercrafting company in
Salt Lake City, for 4 years. After that, for 2 years, she worked at Petrolicious, an automotive
lifestyle company based in Los Angeles, California that produces short films and editorial
content focusing on classic vehicles. Becca worked full-time doing graphic design for eight years
before becoming a full-time freelancer. This was a significant revelation to me and a connection
I made with my career as I worked in advertising at an in-house agency for 9 years before I took
the “leap of faith” into the world of freelance. While working full-time, Becca started freelancing
on the side from 2010 to 2011. At this time, most of her clients were small business owners
who wanted custom logos or lettering and this allowed her to continue to practice her love for
lettering and hone her skills further. In the summer of 2012, she unexpectedly started exploring
tactile typography when she harvested a load of vegetables from her backyard garden in Los
Angeles to make fresh salsa. She began arranging the vegetables on the kitchen table to make
the word “fresh” and then styled the leaves and leftover vegetables around the word to make it
look “pretty” (Elnar 2015). (See fig 8.) In 2014 Becca signed with a representative and started
working with bigger brand clients. During August 2015, she began running her tactile lettering
business full-time (“Content Marketing Conversations: Designer and Letterer Becca Clason”
2016). She and her husband now run a studio together, called “So Mighty,” that specializes in her
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fig. 8 - This is the example of “Fresh,” her first tactile lettering exploration. She
arranged the hot peppers to make the word “Fresh” and then styled leaves and leftover
vegetables around the word to make it look “pretty.” Like many of her pieces, a balance
of cool and warm colors are used. The pepper above the letter “R” is an example of how
Becca uses outlying elements to create continuity throughout the piece that helps the
viewer comfortably navigate the composition.

tactile lettering with stop-motion animation and her husband’s specialty of video production and
photography (Susi 2018).

Her Creative Process
Becca starts the creative process similar to many creative professionals. She begins with
sketching and idea-generating. She practices and explores various lettering layouts by overlaying
tracing paper or tracing on the light table to tighten-up each letterform in stages until it’s perfect.
(See fig. 9 & 10.) If she is creating a traditional static lettering project, the next step in the
process is to ink the final design. The inking is then scanned and imported into the computer to
be digitized in the Adobe Create Suite software. (See fig. 11.) After the composition is digitized,
she explores color palettes and textures. In a blog article she wrote for the blog Workshop
by BigCartel she describes her particular aesthetic and says, “Color schemes are important,
brightness and contrast is important, using materials and content that are pleasing to the eye is
really important” (Clason 2017). She justifies her views on beauty further by comparing good
advertising and the urge to create beautiful work to the fact that beautiful houses sell faster, to
how our eyes linger on breathtaking sunsets and to how Hollywood actors are generally good
looking. She supports this comparison by writing, “We want to look at interesting, visually
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fig. 9 - These images show the
explorations using various brush and
liner pens for inking the letterforms. On
the left, Becca created water-related
lettered photo overlays for the Made
With Studio app, a design platform for
phone or iPad. The user can use the
overlays from the Studio Design app on
their own photos to post to Instagram.
Some letterforms are beautiful script
lettering with curlicues and coordinating
accent marks as decoration and others
are expressive sans-serif lettering with
textures. On the right, she created
multiple brush-lettering explorations for
downloadable and printable gift tags
from The Small Seed’s Traditions of Faith
holiday series.

fig. 10 - Becca traces her lettering
sketches multiple times, each time
making fine-tuning adjustments. This
process is repeated until she is happy
with the whole composition. On the left,
she utilizes tracing paper to overlay
her explorations created using a brush
pen. These pieces were created while
attending a workshop by Gemma
O’Brien, an Australian artist who
specializes in lettering, illustration and
typography. On the right, she uses a light
table to overlay her sketches to make
improvements on a design for a fitness
inspiration print. Becca attended various
workshops on calligraphy and lettering
in order to improve her lettering skills.

fig. 11 - These examples
of Becca’s early lettering
work show the process of
pencil sketch to ink to final
composition. Becca continues
to occasionally work on
pieces that feature personal
mantras or quotes that have
significant meaning to her
such as in these examples.
The piece on the bottom
was created in 2013 for an
art print design challenge
on minted.com, a design
marketplace that features
content from artists around
the world, which shows the
final digitized composition
on the right. To achieve
this, Becca vectorized the
scanned inked piece in Adobe
Illustrator by tracing with
the pen tool. These two early
pieces exemplify Becca’s
signature style of refined
beautiful curlicues and keen
sense of balance with colors
and space.
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appealing things. If you’re consistently creating and posting things that others want to look at,
share, and repost, then you’re more likely to get hired to create that sort of work.”

Her Animation Process
I found her explanations of her process for stop-motion animation equally intriguing. She
explains that she takes a lot of photos, and then imports them into video editing software as
separate video clips. The result is stop-motion animation. Depending on the effect she wants or
how she wants to creatively present the visual, she either completes the whole setup first and then
takes items away as she photographs, or photographs while she adds items to the composition.
In her more recent work, she sometimes utilizes time-lapse video production, in which film
recording frames are spread out over a longer length of time, and then appear to be moving in
real-time when sped up. Becca emphasizes that “Creating stop-motion video can be tedious, so
one has to be a certain kind of person to create stop-motion videos” (Susi 2018).
Becca switches between her Canon 5 and Canon 7D cameras, depending on the needs of
the work she conceptualized and the location. Becca also uses various Arri brand lights to get the
correct lighting for her creative pieces. Another tool she uses is a commonly-used stop-motion
animation software called Dragonframe. In some cases, by utilizing the live view of her camera
while it’s set up and connected to Dragonframe, she uploads a sketch/layout of the work she wants
to reproduce into Dragonframe and can then see where objects need to be placed in real time on her
physical workspace where the camera is focused (Adobe Live, pt1). (See fig. 12) Starting with the
end result, she works backward with the stop-motion photography shots, removing pieces in reverse
of how she would if she were placing them (Adobe Live, pt1). Another aspect of stop-motion
animation is the necessity for sufficient hard-drive space. Storing large numbers of photo files takes
up a lot of space. The Dragonframe software manages these files to some degree so when you work
directly within the software it converts the multiple photo frames into a video file, which can also
take up a large amount of hard drive space.
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Most of Becca’s projects
fit on her 36”x72” production
table. However some need to
be shot at a different location
or require a larger space, and
for those large scale projects
she temporarily makes a larger
fig. 12 - This shows Becca’s computer screen within the Dragonframe software.
The camera is on live-view mode so she can look at her computer screen and use
that as a template for placement based on a sketch or image she created.

production area. She offers
insights into how different

materials provide different challenges. Becca explains that really fine granules like spices
are easiest to manipulate. Sugar and salt look nice when photographed, but tend to bounce in
unpredictable ways when working with them.
I really enjoyed learning about Becca’s process with clients. After the estimate for the project
is signed, she creates sketches to discuss with the client. She then creates a pre-production deck that
describes the materials, colors, storyboards, lettering sketches and an explanation of aspects that
could be changed. Next she discusses this plan thoroughly with the client. (Adobe Live, pt1) Once
approved, production begins. On average, the client may only have a few small changes, because
of the communication before production. In general, this is a good process to follow in the creative
industry. It is important to share your creative vision with the client as early on in the process as
possible. This saves time overall and can prevent communication frustrations later on.

Becca Spreads the Lettering Love
Becca is the founder of the LetterWest Conference in Salt Lake City, Utah. The LetterWest
Conference is a retreat for people who love lettering. Conference-goers can expect workshops, a popup market, and many more activities. (See fig. 13) The first event was in 2017 and has subsequently
been successful each year following to date. This year’s event would have taken place July 8-11, but
was unfortunately canceled due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
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Becca was also the co-founder of
an interactive pop-up exhibit at an open
commercial building space near The
Gateway Shopping Mall in Salt Lake City,
known as “Love Letters.” It featured art and
installations from local and international
artists and celebrated the art of letters.
Viewers could interact with wall-sized
lettering installations, one-story high book
designs, and immerse themselves in light
projected typography or lettering. The
exhibit ran until September 2019. (See fig.
14 & 15)

fig. 13 - Becca is the founder of the LetterWest Conference in Salt
Lake City, Utah. In the top image she addresses the conferencegoers. The image at the bottom shows an immersive wall-sized
lettering installation that the attendees can interact with by
participating in signing or writing a message on.

In addition to the lettering conference and exhibit, Becca is a guest for numerous
workshops, podcasts, and interviews. She is a guest writer for various creative blogs and openly

fig. 14 - Children photographed interacting with Becca Clason’s
“Write On” installation featured at the Lover Letter pop-up
exhibit. 3-Dimensional, larger-than-life pencils were provided
to further the patrons immersive experience. Becca chose a pink
and yellow color palette to mirror the colors of a traditional
#2 pencil. Expressive accent lines surrounding the lettering
are created by #2 pencils and pink erasers. The lettering itself
is tactile and also comprised entirely of #2 pencils and pink
erasers displayed in varying angles and patterns to create a
visually interesting texture. The dimensional encasement is also
made of #2 pencils standing on the erasers.

fig. 15 - This a photograph of one of the installations at the
Love Letters pop-up exhibit in Salt Lake City, Utah. Hayley
Barry, a hand-letterer and sign-painter, hand-painted these
wall-sized book designs. The color palette that each book
samples from is whimsical and inviting. By sampling from a
unified color palette, the artist has created a cohesive piece
while incorporating designs of books with varying subjectmatter. The angle of some of the books gives it a realistic feel
and provides continuity in the installation as a whole.
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speaks about her process and journey in the creative industry. I have been inspired by a lot of
the advice she gave during some of those interviews and in blogs she has written. One of her
messages to other hopeful creatives is “Keep making stuff, you’ll get there.” She further explains
by saying, “The key to getting noticed is making art you love and sharing it with others.”
(Clason 2017) She also urges designers to use their personal time to create projects that challenge
you and are meaningful to you. She started out using her free time to dabble in creating lettering
out of flowers and food and discovered she really liked it. To gain more following and prospects
for more work, she began creating and posting every day on her Instagram feed. Setting aside
time each day created a reciprocal relationship between her work and creativity. She was inspired
by herself and it kept the momentum going to create more. (Clason 2017) She also expresses the
necessity of being positive. “Don’t let negative thoughts of your own or negative feedback from
others stop you from doing what you love. Route any negative energy into working even harder.
Create something positive of it.” (Clason 2017) Some of her philosophies that really resonated
with me are create something of beauty and hopefulness, maintain lifelong learning, always be
yourself, and live simply; be happy (“Becca Clason” 2013).

Conclusion
I was initially drawn to Becca Clason’s work to research, because I was also inspired by
typography and letterforms. Along the way, I discovered I connected with many aspects of her
career. I have had a love for words and lettering for as long as I can remember. My own early
process mirrored much of Becca’s in the sense that I also practiced writing and penmanship skills
(as it was called then) by writing notes to my friends and decorating my backpack and boom
box with white-out pens and pencil cases with black markers. My love for typography deepened
and was enforced while I completed my undergraduate degree in Communication Design at
Kutztown University. When I entered the full-time advertising workforce at an in-house agency,
I had the opportunity to frequently dabble in hand-lettering projects and absolutely loved every
moment of it, though I must say my work was greatly eclipsed by Becca’s creative repertoire.
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I worked at the agency for 9 years until after my oldest daughter was born, I felt I needed a
change in career and creative focus. So, I decided to make the jump to freelance. Unfortunately,
since then my opportunities to create inventive typography and lettering have diminished, but I am
newly inspired by and hope to put into practice some of Becca’s suggestions and processes. When
she isn’t busy working on client work, she creates projects for herself that allow her to pursue and
practice skills she wants to improve or explore. Like Becca, I also don’t ever want to stop pushing
myself and consider myself to be a life-long learner. I have discovered that is one of the reasons
why I continually fall in love with my profession and the design industry. Every project I take on
provides an opportunity to immerse myself in learning a new subject matter, company, or even
discovering a new technique. Becca shares a similar passion for creating as she describes in her
interview for AIGA titled Playing with your food, “My favorite thing about it is that I’m creating
an image, a composition, a design that hasn’t existed before. Seeing the end result and how my
creation has come together, especially when it’s a time-lapse or stop-motion video, is the most
rewarding part for me” (“Playing with your food: An interview with Becca Clason”).
Becca is an inspiring and ambitious lettering artist who uses dimensional objects, such
as food and found objects, along with the art of stop-motion to take her unique style to the next
level. As in all good design, she artfully applies many complimentary principles of organization
to create visually captivating compositions by balancing warm and cool colors, placing outlying
decorative elements so that they provide good continuity, incorporating high-contrast elements
in color and size, displaying elegant size and color transitions within individual elements which
provides movement and depth, and distributes rhythm and variety throughout her compositions.
Her can-do perspective is just one attribute that has been the catalyst to her successful
career. Becca strives to continually learn and push herself to create new and visually exciting
typographic solutions. Her sound advice and positive philosophies greatly inspire me. I hope to
improve my work by embodying her drive to push herself and embrace her tactics of creating
personal projects that could act as catalysts for a reciprocal relationship between my own creative
process and professional work.
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Other works by Becca Clason
fig. 16 - Becca created this cover
for the Local Living section of
The Washington Post in July
2015. She used locally grown
produce of which the flowers and
fruit are seasonally appropriate
for the Summer publication
date. The satellite areas with
warm colors of deep orange,
light orange, and yellow slices
of citrus fruit help create visual
interest, continuity, and contrast
with the dark cool colors of the
blueberries in the background.
Her process, which shows
her detailed sketch including
notes and space for editorial
content, can be seen behind the
publication. The detailed image
shows the layering of blueberries
used to achieve dimension in
contrast with the absent areas for
the lettering.

fig. 17 - This book cover that Becca designed for the
book titled “Things Seen from Above” for Random
House Children’s Books exemplifies Becca’s signature
style using tactile dimensional forms to create elegant
letterforms. Her keen balance of warm and cool
colors paired along with a contrasting bright color
palette make this composition visually interesting.
She incorporates elements alluding to the book’s
storyline as it celebrates kids who see the world a little
differently. One of the children creates drawings in
the dirt with his shoe that at first look like circles, but
in actuality are drawings about what he thinks about
his day, but can only be seen from a “birds eye view.”
Becca’s decision to photograph this from above and
incorporate graphic elements that look like the doodles
and swirls that the child creates solidifies the story
visually. On the top left, Becca can be seen arranging
the letterforms out of feathers. The shoes that were
originally red were changed to blue in post production.
fig. 18 - One of a series of
magazine advertisements and
stop-motion commercial for
Mott’s Apple Juice. Becca
used the still image of the final
piece for the print collateral
and she used the stop-motion
for the commercial and social
media promotion, which shows
whimsical animation of the
apple pieces coming together
to create the composition.
Her ability to utilize common
idioms in witty ways is
exemplified in this piece along
with her exceptional balance
of colors and ornamental
framework comprised of
apple pieces.

fig. 19 - Series of ads for McCormick spices feature
different aspects of the cooking lifestyle that McCormick
sells. Each feature contrasting colors and balance intricate
framework with emphasis on the hand-lettering. The colors
and objects in the frames hint a the type of food the spices
are used in. On the left we see baking implements, vanilla
beans, icing and sprinkles. On the darker background on
the right, there are vegetables, herbs, cutting boards and
knives alluding to meal preparation.
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